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Abstract. XML query languages proposed so far are limited to Boolean
retrieval in the sense that query results are sets of   qualifying XML elements or
subgraphs. This search paradigm is intriguing for "closed" collections of XML
documents such as e-commerce catalogs, but we argue that it is inadequate for
searching the Web where we would prefer ranked lists of results based on
relevance estimation. IR-style Web search engines, on the other hand, are
incapable of exploiting the additional information made explicit in the structure,
element names, and attributes of XML documents. In this paper we present a
compact query language, coined XXL for "flexible XML search language", that
reconciles both search paradigms by combining XML graph pattern matching
with relevance estimations and producing ranked lists of XML subgraphs as
search results. The paper describes the language design, sketches imple-
mentation issues, and presents preliminary experimental results.

1   Motivation and Contribution

1.1   Reconciling XML Search and Information Retrieval Technologies

XML is the main driving force in the ongoing endeavor for data integration across the
entire spectrum from largely unstructured to highly schematic data. In an abstract
sense, all data is uniformly captured by a graph with nodes representing XML
elements along with their attributes. A variety of query languages have been proposed
for searching XML data (e.g., [ABS00, AQM+97, CCD+99, DFF+99, Ko99]). These
languages essentially combine SQL-style logical conditions over element names,
contents, and attributes with regular-expression pattern matching along entire paths of
elements. The result of a query is a set of paths or subgraphs from a given graph that
represents an XML document or document collection.

Although originally motivated by Web searching, the key target of XML query
languages has shifted to searching over a single or a small number of federated XML
repositories such as electronic shopping catalogs. In this setting, the focus on Boolean
retrieval, where an XML path is either a query match or does not qualify at all, is
adequate. In the Web, however, where the graph for an XML document is
conceptually extended by following outgoing links to other sites, ranked retrieval
remains the preferred search paradigm as it is practically impossible to compute
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exhaustive answers for Boolean-search queries. Thus, traditional Web search engines,
typically based on variations of the vector space model, remain the only viable choice
for large-scale information retrieval on the Web. This well established technology, on
the other hand, disregards the opportunities for more effective retrieval that arise from
the fact that XML-based data makes more structure and semantic annotations (i.e.,
element and attribute names) explicit.

In this paper, we argue that XML query languages should be extended by
information-retrieval-style similarity conditions, so that a query returns a ranked list
sorted by descending relevance. We propose a concrete, simple language along these
lines, which we have coined XXL for "flexible XML search language". To this end,
we have adopted core concepts of XML-QL [DFF+99, XMLQL], and have extended
them with similarity conditions on elements and their attributes. The relevance
assessments, also known as "scores", for all elementary conditions in a query, are
combined into an overall relevance of an XML path, and the result ranking is based
on these overall relevance measures.

1.2   Related Work and Paper Outline

Related approaches that aim to exploit structural information in addition to textual
content for better search quality have been pursued in the information retrieval
community, especially in the context of hypertext data (e.g., [CSM97, BAN+97,
FR98, MJK+98]). However, all this work predates XML, and lacks the clear structure
and elegance of the recently developed XML query languages such as XML-QL.
Furthermore, although an in-depth comparison is beyond the scope of this paper, it
appears that this older work resulted in less expressive languages. In parallel to our
work, [NDM+00] have proposed to combine XML querying with an IR search
engine. However, the IR capabilities considered there are limited to simple
containment predicates and seem to follow a Boolean retrieval paradigm (at least
[NDM+00] does not mention anything about support for ranked retrieval).

The prior work that is closest to our approach is the WHIRL project [Coh98,
Coh99]. This important work also introduced a text-oriented "semantic" similarity
operator, denoted "~", as a basic building block for a relational query language, and
used simple probabilistic reasoning to produce ranked search results. However,
WHIRL did not consider the integration of such similarity comparisons into XML
querying, which is our main contribution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an example
scenario. Section 3 presents our language in more detail. Section 4 sketches a
prototype implementation based on Oracle8i interMedia. Section 5 presents
preliminary experimental results. We conclude with an outlook on ongoing and future
work.
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2   Example Scenario
As an example scenario, consider the following fragments of two XML documents
about music CDs:

<cd_title> The Survivors’ Suite
<artist> Keith Jarrett </artist>
<label> ECM </label>
<track> Beginning

<musician> Keith Jarrett
<instruments> piano, recorder, soprano saxophone
</instruments>

</musician>
<musician> Dewey Redman

<instruments> tenor saxophone </instruments>
</musician>
...

</track>
 ...
 </cd_title>

<cd title="Full Force" label="ECM">
<artist> Art Ensemble of Chicago </artist>
<track title="Charlie M">

<artist> Lester Bowie
<plays> trumpet </plays>

</artist>
<artist> Roscoe Mitchell

<plays> alto sax, baritone sax, piccolo </plays>
</artist>
...

</track>
...

</cd>

Obviously queries such as "who plays baritone saxophone on which tracks of CDs by
the Art Ensemble of Chicago" are easily expressible in existing XML languages, for
example, in the form (in our dialect XXL, with boldface keywords):

Q1: Select M, T
From http://my.cdcollection.edu/allcds.xml
Where (cd_title | cd) As C

And C.#.artist As A
And A="Art Ensemble of Chicago"
And C.#.(track)? As T
And T.(musician | artist) As M
And M.# = "baritone saxophone"

where uppercase characters denote element variables that are bound to a node (i.e.,
element) and its attributes of a qualifying path (i.e., C, A, T, M in our example), # is a
wildcard placeholder for arbitrary paths, ? indicates an optional element on a path,
and dots stand for path concatenation. With a Boolean retrieval semantics, this query
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would return the empty set as far as the above XML data fragments are concerned, as
there is no full match.

It is not too hard to introduce some more flexibility by allowing wildcard-enabled
string comparisons for elementary conditions, for example, in SQL jargon something
like "And M.# LIKE "baritone sax%"" with % denoting an arbitrary string inside an
element’s content or an attribute value. However, merely providing support for lexical
string patterns is still way too limited. For example, it would not help at all if we
wanted to search for musicians that play flutes and would intuitively expect to find
Keith Jarrett playing recorder as well as Roscoe Mitchell playing piccolo. The key
point is that we would actually prefer a ranked search result, once the search patterns
becomes more elaborate and the probability of not finding an exact match approaches
zero. For example, we would accept the track with Roscoe Mitchell playing baritone
saxophone as an approximate match to a query for bass saxophones, with a relevance
that is higher than that of the other track that features only soprano saxophone. Even
more ambitiously, when searching for tracks with reed instruments, all the
saxophones and flutes should qualify.

Obviously, all this requires combining XML querying with a text search engine that
has some ontological world knowledge or, in more mundane terminology, a
thesaurus. Once equipped with this kind of standard information-retrieval
infrastructure, an XML search engine could easily infer similarity scores for the
evaluation of elementary conditions and provide us with a relevance ranking for the
entire search result. In our language, such queries can be expressed by means of an
additional similarity operator "~" in the following style:

Q2: Select M, T
From http://my.cdcollection.edu/allcds.xml
Where ~cd As C

And C.#.artist As A
And A="Art Ensemble of Chicago"
And C.#.(~track)? As T
And T.~musician As M
And M.#  ~ "bass saxophone"

Here the similarity operator "~" is used for both element content (and also attribute
value) comparisons, (i.e., in "M.# ~ "bass saxophone"") as well as approximate
matching of element names (i.e., in "~cd", "~track", and "~musician").

3   XXL: A Flexible XML Search Language for Ranked Retrieval

3.1   A Simple Core Language
For the XXL search language we have adopted several concepts from XML-QL and
similar languages as the core, with certain simplifications and resulting restrictions.
Our design philosophy has been to support the common use cases in an easy-to-
handle manner, and disregard rarely used high-end features.
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We define the Where clause of a query as the logical conjunction of path
expressions, where a path expression is a regular expression over elementary
conditions and an elementary condition refers to the name or content of a single
element or attribute. Regular expressions are formed by the operators "." for
concatenation, "|" for union, and "*" for the Kleene star, all in combination with
parentheses if necessary; in addition, the operator symbols "+", "?", "n", and "-n" with
integers "n" are used to denote at least one, at most one, exactly n, or up to n
occurrences of a pattern along a path. A common shortcut for the path expression
"(%)*" is "#" which thus stands for an arbitrary path of elements. "#n" and "#-n"
allows user-defined restriction of the length of a path in terms of number of elements
along this path.

As for elementary conditions, we support the standard set of operators on strings
and other simple data types, notably, equality "=", inequality "<>", other ordinal
comparisons such as "<", "<=", etc., and string matching "LIKE" a la SQL. In
addition we allow disjunctions and conjunctions of elementary conditions. All these
conditions can refer to element names, element contents, or attributes of elements.
Element attributes are denoted in the form "element.attribute".

Each path expression can be followed by the keyword "As" and a variable name that
binds the end node of a qualifying path (i.e., the last element on the path and its
attributes) to the variable. We use the syntactic convention to reserve single,
uppercase letters for variables. In contrast to more general XML query languages, our
dialect supports only element variables and no variables whose value domain includes
entire paths. A variable is always bound to an element even if the qualifying path ends
with an attribute; in this case the variable is bound to the element to which the
attribute belongs. A variable can be used within path expressions, with the meaning
that its bound value is substituted in the expression.

There are two special, reserved attribute names "NAME" and "CONTENT" to
denote the part of an element, attribute, or element variable that a given condition
refers to (e.g., "element.NAME = "%sax%"" for element names and
"element.CONTENT  = "%sax%"" for element contents). This is also helpful to
define join conditions over element variables (e.g., A.NAME LIKE B.NAME). The
default is CONTENT (e.g., in "element = "%sax%"", "element" stands for
"element.CONTENT").

The wildcard symbols "%" (for an arbitrary string) and "_" (for an arbitrary
character) can refer to both names and contents of elements and names and values of
attributes including the special attributes NAME and CONTENT. This way we can
easily specify conditions over names or contents without knowing whether certain
data is represented as an element or as an attribute. An example for this convenient
notation is "instrument%.% = "%sax%"", which would be matched by all elements
whose name has the prefix "instrument" and contains the substring "sax" in its
contents or any attribute or even in its name. A particular form of elementary
condition is to specify simply an element name "string", possibly including wildcards;
this is a shortcut for the condition "element.NAME LIKE "string"".
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Section 2 has already given an example of our query language. As a second example
for the same kind of XML data consider the query "which tracks of CDs from the
label ECM feature both saxophone and trumpet". This can be expressed as follows:

Q3: Select C, T
From http://my.cdcollection.edu/allcds.xml
Where cd% As C

And C.label="ECM"
And C.#.track.(title)? As T
And T.# LIKE "%sax%"
And T.# LIKE "%trumpet%"

The semantics of such a query can be defined by structural induction over the query’s
constituents in a straightforward manner. The final query result is a set of pairs of

a) a variable binding (i.e., a mapping of variables to nodes of the underlying XML
data graph) and

b) a subgraph that satisfies all elementary conditions of the query, with variable
occurrences replaced by their bindings.

The full syntax of the XXL where clause is given in Appendix A.

3.2   Adding Similarity Conditions

So far we have merely described a simplified variation of concepts offered by most
existing XML query languages. The key point of this paper is that our streamlined
dialect can now be easily extended and made significantly more powerful by adding a
new type of elementary conditions that capture relevance. We refer to such conditions
as similarity conditions. At the level of name vs. content comparisons, we introduce a
new, binary operator "~" that measures the similarity between a value of a node of the
XML data graph and a constant or an element variable given by a query. The resulting
score, which we assume to be normalized between zero and one, indicates the
relevance of the node for the given constant as a search criterion. For example, the
evaluation of the elementary similarity condition "instruments ~ "bass saxophone""
against our example data of Section 2 could return a relevance of 0.8 for the element
whose contents contains "baritone sax", 0.6 for the element with "tenor saxophone",
and 0.4 for the one with "soprano saxophone" (where the concrete relevance figures
are made up for the example).

Within path expressions, the "~" symbol can also be used as a unary operator
applied to an element (e.g., "~cd"). This is a shortcut for conditions of the form
"element.NAME ~ constant". The same notational technique can be applied to
attribute names; so prefixing an attribute name with the "~" symbol specifies that the
attribute name should be matched as closely as possible. As an example, the query
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Q4: Select T
From http://my.cdcollection.edu/allcds.xml
Where ~cd.#.~track As T

And T.# ~ "bass saxophone"

should return both the track entitled "Charlie M" and the "Beginning" of "The
Survivors’ Suite", in this order of decreasing relevance.

It is important to note that such similarity conditions can be incorporated fairly
easily into the language as they refer to elementary conditions. Of course, we do need
a text retrieval mechanism for computing similarity scores, based on a thesaurus and
other means. But this mechanism, which will be discussed in Section 4, can be
invoked locally on a single XML element. This way we may even include special
forms of linguistic similarity (e.g., testing for the same word stem) or phonetic
similarity (i.e., similar pronounciation regardless of different spellings) as further
building blocks. Furthermore, for attributes of specific data types, e.g., currency or
date, we could easily add fuzzy matching, e.g., prices around $ 20, with foreign
exchange rates taken into account, or dates around Christmas. It is for this flexibility
and easy extensibility at the level of basic comparisons that we have coined our
language “flexible XML search language” (XXL). In this paper we restrict ourselves
to a general similarity operator "~" for text data, which might also be called "semantic
similarity" provided the underlying thesaurus is sufficiently rich.

The relevance-enabled semantics of a query then is to return a ranked list of
approximately matching subgraphs each with a measure of its relevance (or "semantic
similarity") to the query. These relevance measures are defined inductively as
follows:

a) We interpret the similarity score for an elementary condition as a relevance
probability. This is somewhat pragmatic, as we know that similarity scores are
usually derived from various heuristics. However, virtually all text retrieval
engines normalize their scores between zero and one, so that a probabilistic
interpretation is at least not unreasonable.

b) Then we need to combine the relevance probabilities for elements with regard to
elementary conditions into a relevance measure for a path or subgraph with
regard to a composite query condition. In the absence of any better information,
we simply postulate probabilistic independence between all elementary
conditions, and derive the combined probabilities in the straightforward standard
way (i.e., by simply multiplying probabilities for conjunctions and along the
elements of a path, etc.)

For a more precise definition we define the XML data graph to be a directed,
labeled graph G=(V,E) where V denotes the set of nodes and E the set of edges. The
set of nodes consists of the elements of the corresponding XML document (or
document collection). The set E contains an edge from an element e1 to an element
e2, if and only if e2 is a subelement of e1. Now we use the XXL notation also to
describe concatenation and union of paths and subgraphs. For example, for a node n1
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and its children n2 and n3 we write n1.n2 for path concatenation and n1.(n2|n3) for
path union. The result of an XXL query is a set of subgraphs (often a path) of the
XML data graph, called the result graph, with a relevance score for each subgraph.
The actual output of a query is derived from the result graph according to the query’s
Select clause.

Relevance probabilities of elements of the XML data for given search conditions are
inductively defined as follows:

� For an element e and an elementary condition (as previous defined) of the unary
form like "~label" or of the binary form like "label ~ constant" (with label
referring to an element or attribute name), the relevance probability p is obtained
from a text search engine and its underlying ontology/thesaurus, i.e., assumed to
be given as far as the global context of the query is concerned.

� For an element e and an exact-match condition (as defined in section 3.1) of the
form like "label" or like "label op constant" (with op being any operator other
than similarity), the relevance probability is either 1 or 0 depending on whether e
satisfies the condition or not.

The relevance probabilities of paths of the XML data graph for given search
conditions are then defined as follows:

� For paths p1 and p2 that have relevance probabilities p1 and p2 with regard to
conditions c1 and c2, the relevance probability of the path p1.p2 with regard to
conditions "c1.c2" is p1*p2.

� For a path p that has relevance probability p with regard to condition c, the
relevance probability of p with regard to the condition "c?" is p.

� For paths p1, p2, ..., pm that have relevance probabilities p1, p2, ..., pm for
condition c, the relevance probability of the concatenated path p1.p2. ... .pm with
regard to conditions "c+", "c*", "cn", and "c-n", with an integer n, is
p1*p2*...*pm in the first case, is p1*p2*...*pm if the concatenated path is not
empty or 1 otherwise in the second case, p1*p2*...*pm if n=m or 0 otherwise in
the third case, and p1*p2*...*pm if m�n and 0 otherwise in the fourth case.

� For a path p and a condition of the form "%" (e.g., in "(%)*" as a shortcut for
"#") the relevance probability is 1.

Finally the relevance probabilities of subgraphs of the XML data graph for given
search conditions are evaluated as follows:

� For subgraphs g1 and g2 that have relevance probabilities p1 and p2 for
conditions c1 and c2, the relevance probability of the disjunctive combined
subgraph g with regard to condition "c1 | c2" is p1 + p2 – p1*p2.

� For subgraphs g1 and g2 that have relevance probabilities p1 and p2 for
conditions c1 and c2, the relevance probability of the concatenated subgraph g
with regard to condition "c1.c2" is p1*p2.

� For subgraphs g1 and g2 that have relevance probabilites p1 and p2 with regard
to conditions c1 and c2 (each of them possibly being a conjunction of path
expressions), the relevance probability of the conjunctive combined subgraph
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with regard to condition "c1 And c2" is p1*p2. (Remark that conjunctions only
allowed at top level of the query.)

For illustration of this relevance estimation procedure reconsider example query Q4:

Select T
From http://my.cdcollection.edu/allcds.xml
Where ~cd.#.~track As T

And T.# ~ "bass saxophone"

The result graph should include the paths to Roscoe Mitchell, Dewey Redman, and
Keith Jarrett playing baritone sax, tenor sax, and soprano sax, respectively (and the
actual result, the bindings of the element variable T would then be extracted from
these result graph). Assume that "cd_title" has similarity 0.9 for condition "~cd"
whereas the element name "cd" as a perfect match has similarity 1, and that condition
"~track" is perfectly matched in all cases. Further assume as before that the two
"instruments" elements of the first document and the "plays" element of the second
document have similarities 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 with regard to the condition "T.# ~ "bass
saxophone"". Then the overall relevance scores would be 0.9*1*0.4=0.36,
0.9*1*0.6=0.54, and 1*1*0.8=0.8 for the paths with Keith Jarrett, Dewey Redman,
and Roscoe Mitchell, respectively.

Relevance-enabled queries can be posed against XML data under a fixed root, as
shown in the above examples, or by using a Web search engine (e.g., AltaVista,
Google, etc.) to provide starting points. In the first case, the probability of the root
being relevant is implicitly set to one. In the second case, the search engine already
yields a ranked list of roots, and we initialize their relevance probabilities with the
normalized scores computed by the search engine.

4  Prototype Implementation

Although our approach ultimately aims at more effective Web searching, we have
initially restricted ourselves to a centralized experimental testbed as a first proof of
concept. To this end, we have built a prototype search engine for XXL on top of
Oracle8i interMedia [Ora8ia, Ora8ib] which is a full-fledged text retrieval system,
including an extensible thesaurus, and provides us with elementary similarity
comparisons for text data. So the search scope of our prototype is limited to the XML
data in the underlying Oracle database; extending this scope to the Web is work in
progress.

4.1   Storing XML Data

Oracle8i can directly store XML documents in its object-relational database through
vendor-provided servlets without explicit user code for conversion. To have more
control over how XML elements are accessed via SQL within our search algorithms,
we nevertheless decided to explicitly map XML data onto relational tables, similarly
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to the mappings in [SGT+99, Kos99]. The schema that we are using essentially
consists of four tables:

Documents (URL, root_oid)
Elements (oid, name, content)
Attributes (oid, name, value)
Edges (oid, parent_oid)

So we essentially represent each node and each edge of an XML data graph as a row
in a table, with additional rows for document roots and element attributes, all
identifiable through oids (object identifiers).

4.2   Similarity Search with Oracle interMedia

Oracle interMedia is a full-fledged text retrieval system [Ora8ia, Ora8ib], which
supports a broad spectrum of text query operators including:

� keyword-based search, referred to as "fuzzy" search in interMedia, with
similarity based on the classical tf*idf formula that considers term
frequencies (tf) and inverse document frequencies (idf) [BR99],

� thesaurus lookup and thus support for thesaurus-based augmentation of fuzzy
queries, using operators RT for related terms, SYN for synonyms, BT for
broader terms, etc.

� linguistic or phonetic search, "stem" and "soundex" in interMedia
terminology,

� textual proximity of words using the "near" operator.

These elementary similarity comparisons are embedded into SQL (using an
additional keyword CONTAINS), and the similarity score of a comparison is returned
via a special function SCORE (see below for examples). In our prototype we are
using the keyword-based (fuzzy) search. A given keyword is dynamically extended in
our prototype by making appropriate thesaurus lookups (using the RT operator) and
generating a union query for all synonyms of the keyword in the original query.

For elementary search conditions that refer to element or attributes names, the tf*idf
formula does not yield meaningful results (as an element or attribute name is typically
only a single word). For this class of comparisons we use the Levenshtein text-editing
distance to compute a similarity score. In future XXL versions we plan to incorporate
also "semantic distance" functions derived from a hierarchical ontology for the
similarity comparison of names (e.g., associating higher similarity between "reed
instruments" and "saxophone" than between "brass instruments" and "saxophone").

4.3   Search Algorithm

Our prototype decomposes a query into elementary conditions and generates
appropriate calls to interMedia. Each interMedia call yields a set of elements or
attributes (i.e., rows of the Elements or Attributes tables) with associated relevance
scores. These are inserted into a result graph that we maintain in memory to build the
overall XXL result.
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As defined in Section 3, an XXL query is a logical conjunction of regular path
expressions over elementary conditions. Each of these path expressions can be
represented by its finite state automaton. For a query Q = r1 AND … AND rk with
regular path expressions ri (i=1,…,k) we construct:

a) the set of finite state automaton FAr1,…,FArk ,
b) the set of element variables that occur in Q, and
c) the association of each element variable with the corresponding nodes of the
    finite state automata

as a query representation for the query Q.

Each state within these finite state automata is an elementary condition of the form
"element name pattern" or "element content/name/attribute op constant" where "op"
includes the similarity operator "~". The transitions between state correspond to the
concatenation of elementary conditions in the path expressions of the XXL query. In
addition, for the iteration of search patterns, i.e., the Kleene star and its bounded
variations, an automaton is extended by adding transitions for all possible
continuations of the pattern. So for a pattern c1.(c2)*.c3, the part of the automaton
that represents c2 (which would be a single state if c2 were elementary) has c3 as a
successor and also a transition back to the first state of c2 itself; furthermore, c1 is
extended by a transition to the first state of c3 allowing us to skip c2. The latter
construction is also applied to conditions of the form "(c)?", and finite iterations of the
form "(c)n" or "(c)-n" (with integer n) are simply unfolded.

For example, the query pattern for Q4 of Section 3 is compiled into the following
query representation:

Our current implementation does not consider selectivity estimates and conceivable
optimizations based on such estimates. Rather the path expressions in an XXL query
are evaluated in the textual order in which they appear in the query. Elements that
match the end node of a path expression (i.e., a final state in the corresponding
automaton) are assigned to the corresponding element variable if there is an As clause
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for this path expression. These variable bindings are passed to the evaluation of the
next automaton, according to the conjunctive combination of path expressions.

Matching an XML subgraph with a given finite state automaton amounts to finding
a traversal of the automaton, connecting the root with all leaves, that is isomorphic to
the data subgraph with all nodes approximately matching the corresponding
elementary conditions. When traversing the XML data graph, our search engine
maintains a list of "next-to-match" nodes of the automaton. If the automaton
corresponds to a linear path without any recursion, then there is always exactly one
next-to-match node. In the general case, either because of branching conditions or a
Kleene star, the search engine needs to consider all next-to-match conditions when
inspecting an element in the XML data graph. Once a condition is matched it is
replaced by all its successors in the query graph, and the data-graph traversal proceeds
on the outgoing edges of the previously inspected element. These matching tests are
actually similarity comparisons, and a corresponding relevance probability is
determined for the inspected element; in addition, the accumulated relevance
probability is computed for the entire data subgraph visited so far. To summarize, the
search algorithm traverses the XML data graph, initially in a breadth-first manner and
starting from the roots of the documents, and attempts to match elementary conditions
against the elements along its trajectory.

The similarity scores for elementary conditions are obtained by appropriate calls to
Oracle8i interMedia of the form

Select SCORE(1)
From Elements e
Where CONTAINS (e.content, "?string", 1)>0 And e.oid = …

Here "?" is Oracle’s metacharacter for keyword-based (fuzzy) similarity search, "1"
is an arbitrary label to identify multiple occurrences of CONTAINS clauses in the
same query, and "> 0" is merely a syntactic detail.  The SCORE function , which uses
the label "1" as a reference to the particular CONTAINS clause, returns a value
between 0 and 100 for each of the retrieved records, which we normalize and interpret
as probabilities between 0 and 1.

As an example consider again query Q4:

Select T
From http://my.cdcollection.edu/allcds.xml
Where ~cd.#.~track As T And T.# ~ "bass saxophone"

The XXL search engine would generate the following calls to Oracle interMedia:

1) thesaurus lookup for terms used in similarity comparisons:
Select ctx_thes.RT(’term’, ’ontology_name’)
From dual

    repeated for "cd", "track", and "bass saxophone" in the place of "term".
    For example, this could return the set {"bass saxophone", "baritone saxophone"} as
    terms related to "bass saxophone".
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2) determine result graph roots: 
Select e, SCORE(1)
From Elements e , Edges v
Where CONTAINS (e.name, "?cd",1)>0

And e.oid = v.oid
And v.parent_oid = Select root_oid

From Documents Where ...

3) iterate until approximate match found:
append to result graph: 

Select e, SCORE(1)
From Elements e, Edges v
Where CONTAINS (e.name, "?track",1)>0

And e.oid = v.oid
And v.parent_oid =  a current leaf in the result graph

4) append to result graph:
Select e, SCORE(1)+SCORE(2)-SCORE(1)*SCORE(2)
From Elements e, Edges v
Where (CONTAINS (e.content, "?bass saxophone",1)>0

Or (CONTAINS (e.content, "?baritone saxophone",2)>0
And a.oid=e.oid) 
And e.oid = v.oid
And v.parent_oid = a current leaf in the result graph

As mentioned before, our XXL search engine initially traverses the data graph in
breadth-first order. It builds up a result graph whose nodes correspond to the visited
data-graph nodes. The outgoing edges of the result graph’s leaves are the data-graph
nodes that are next to be visited. Now, because all subgraphs visited so far are
annotated by their accumulated relevance, as computed up to this point in the query
execution, we can actually maintain a priority queue for the next-to-visit data-graph
nodes, and this priority queue is ordered by descending relevance. So the graph
traversal can be viewed as a greedy search for the most relevant subgraphs with
regard to the conditions of the query graph. This procedure, which resembles the well
known A* search algorithm [RN95], is iterated until a subgraph of the data graph has
been added to the result graph whose leaves have been compared against the leaves of
the query graph and have resulted in a similarity score greater than zero. At this point
we have the first complete result subgraph, and if the greedy traversal were optimal,
then this first result would be the most relevant one. Typically, however, the greedy
traversal is suboptimal and users are often interested in the top N (with integer N in
the order of 10) results anyway. So the traversal is continued until the first N results
are obtained (or we have exhausted the data graph).

5   Preliminary Experiments

We conducted preliminary experiments to study the retrieval quality of the XXL
prototype. We focused on precision as the key metric that captures the capability of a
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search engine to provide relevant documents among the top N of a ranked result list.
We use the following definition of precision:    

),(min resultsofnumbertotalN

Ntopamongresultsrelevantofnumber
precision=

where N is a parameter, often set to 10 (i.e., the first result page of a Web search
engine).

5.1   Experimental Setup

We loaded the underlying Oracle database with four collections of XML documents,
using the database schema given in Section 4.1:

� a collection of religious books (Bible, Koran, etc.) [Doc1]
� a collection of Shakespeare plays [Doc2]
� several issues of the German computer journal "CT" [Doc3]
� bibliographic data about ACM SIGMOD Record [Doc4]

Note that the diversity of this data posed a challenge for the search engine that
would not be present with a homogeneous XML collection that follows a single DTD
or XML schema.

Oracle interMedia also served as a competitor to our XXL protoype, using only its
native IR capabilities. For this purpose we redundantly loaded all data into an
additional table

EntireDocuments (url, doc_content)

where each XML document is captured in (a long text field "doc_content" of) a single
row. Note that interMedia is unaware of the actual XML structure. The following
table shows the resulting database size:

Number of rows for Oracle
interMedia

Number of rows for XXL prototype

EntireDocuments: 98 Documents: 98
Elements: 240742
Attributes: 4357
Edges: 240644

In addition, we created a small user-specific thesaurus consisting of synonyms, e.g.,
a pair (headline, heading), and broader terms, e.g., for the element name hierarchy
(title2, subtitle, playsubt), to reflect the specific test data. Finally, standard Oracle
indexes were created for all primary and foreign keys, and interMedia text indexes
were created for all text fields (i.e., "name", "content", and "doc_content").

5.2 Results

We specifically studied queries that combine search arguments for textual contents
with search arguments for element names (i.e., XML tags). Three special instances
that we discuss in the following are:
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Q5: Find all (paths to) elements or documents that contain a title "testament"
       (with the expectation to retrieve the two top-level elements of the bible).
Q6: Find all (paths to) elements or documents that contain an author "King"
      (with the expectation to retrieve bibliographic data from ACM SIGMOD Record).
Q7: Find all (paths to) elements or documents that contain a character "King"
      (with the expectation to retrieve data on key figures in Shakespeare dramas such
as
      Henry VIII or King Lear).

Results for Q5:

In native interMedia the query was phrased as follows:
   Q5i: Select URL, score(1) From EntireDocuments x

Where contains (x.doc_content, ’(title)&(testament)’, 1)>0
Additionally we ran the variation:

Q5ii: Select URL, score(1) From EntireDocuments x
Where contains (x.doc_content, ’near (title,testament)’, 1)>0

The corresponding XXL query looked as follows:
Q5xxl: Select T From Documents

Where #.~title AS T and T ~  ’testament’

The following table shows the precision for the top 10 results for each of these
variants, along with some example results from the top 10. Results that are
(intellectually assessed to be) relevant to the query are typed in boldface.

Q5i Q5ii Q5xxl
# results 12 4 16
Precisio
n

0.2 0.5 0.8

Results:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

nt.xml
ot.xml
bom.xml
as_you.xml
j_caesar.xml

nt.xml
ot.xml
bom.xml
quran.xml

tstmt.titlepg.title="The Old Testament"
tstmt.coverpg.title="The Old Testament"
tstmt.titlepg.title="The New Testament"
tstmt.coverpg.title="The New
Testament"
play.title="The Tempest"

Here interMedia yields a noticeable fraction of irrelevant documents among its
results; using the "near" operator in the query fixes this problem to a large extent, but
does not completely eliminate it. XXL, on the other hand, finds more or less exactly
the title elements for the bible’s old and new testament, with only very few spurious
extra results.

Results for Q6:

In native interMedia the query was phrased as  follows:
   Q6i: Select URL, score(1) From EntireDocuments x

Where contains (x.doc_content, ’(author)&(king)’, 1)>0
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The variation that uses the "near" operator instead of the conjunction of search terms
is denoted as Q6ii. Finally, the corresponding XXL query looked as follows:

Q6xxl: Select A From Documents
Where #.~author  AS A and A ~  ’king’

The search results were the following:

Q6i Q6ii Q6xxl
# results 15 5 51
Precision 0.1 0.2 0.6
Results:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

SigmodRecord.xml
bom.xml
nt.xml
troilus.xml
ot.xml

SigmodRecord.xml
Hen_v.xml
ot.xml
hamlet.xml
hen_vi_3.xml

Sigmod. … .author="King-Ip Lin"
Sigmod. … .author="Roger King"
Sigmod. … .author="Won Kim"
Sigmod. … .author="Tim King"
Sigmod. … .author="Roger King"

Again, we observed the phenomenon that interMedia yields an irritating fraction of
irrelevant documents. A typical problem was that some documents contain the terms
"king" and "authorities" in close proximity, so that some of the Shakespeare plays
were erroneously provided as search results.

Results for Q7:
The last query for this paper was phrased in native interMedia as follows:
   Q7i: Select URL, score(1) From EntireDocuments x

Where contains (x.doc_content, ’((figure)|(character)|(person))&(king)’,
1)>0

The variation with the "near" operator is referred to as Q7ii, and the corresponding
XXL query looked as follows:

Q7xxl: Select F From Documents
Where #.~figure  AS F and F ~ ’king’

The search results were the following:

Q7i Q7ii Q7xxl
# results 39 21 63
Precisio
n

0.7 0.9 1.0

Results:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

ot.xml
hen_viii.xml
nt.xml
rich_iii.xml
hen_iv_2.xml

hen_viii.xml
rich_ii.xml
ot.xml
hen_v.xml
hen_iv_1.xml

play.personae.persona="King Lewis ... "
play.personae.persona="Polixenes, King ... "
play.personae.persona="Leontes, King of ... "
play.personae.persona="Priam, King of Troy"
play.personae.persona="Ferdinand,...King ...
"

For this query, XXL exploited its ontology by augmenting the search term "figure"
with its synonyms "character" and "person". Of course, interMedia did internally
make use of its thesaurus, too, but even drew wrong conclusions in some instances.
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For example, a document with the following text fragment was considered as an
approximative match:

...
<LINE>for a day of kings’ entreaties a mother should not</LINE>
<LINE>sell him an hour from her beholding, I, considering</LINE>
<LINE>how honour would become such a person. that it was</LINE>
…

This shows an inherent disadvantage of a pure text retrieval engine that has no
awareness of the XML structure; it has no way of inferring that the speaking figure
himself is not a king.

Discussion:

The experiments show that, in contrast to a pure text search engine, knowledge about
document structure and corresponding search operators that combine structural
pattern matching with semantic similarity significantly increase the precision of
search. Obviously, the interMedia queries could be further refined to provide better
results, but this would require intellectual work, the most precious resource today
(and usually not exactly amply invested by users of Web or Intranet search engines).
Also note that interMedia yields only documents URLs as results; it does not point
out the elements within a document that led to a document being considered as
relevant. On the other hand, the same queries performed on the Elements table would
often fail to find any useful results as they would myopically consider only single
elements disregarding the surrounding context.

As far as runtimes are concerned, XXL is orders of magnitude slower than native
interMedia. The simple explanation is that XXL makes several thousand calls to
Oracle for each of the above queries, whereas the queries correspond to single SQL
statements with native interMedia. This is an issue where our XXL prototype still
needs substantial optimization.

6   Ongoing and Future Work

The message of this paper is to advocate the integration of XML query languages
with IR-style similarity comparisons for ranked retrieval of XML data on the Web.
The presented XXL search language along with is prototype implementation on top of
Oracle8i interMedia, albeit simple and fairly limited, already indicates the benefits of
the presented approach. Currently, we are working on the robustness and efficiency of
our prototype, and also on a more easy-to-use graphical interface. As for efficiency,
we are confident that the centralized version will eventually perform well even for
larger data volumes. In this regard we plan to devise appropriate index structures, and
we may leverage the underlying Oracle technology by issuing more compound SQL
statements. In addition, we plan to address the problem of query optimization, for
example, choosing the evaluation order of regular path expressions in a query based
on selectivity estimation.
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The biggest challenge in our future work lies in making the approach scalable and
perform well on distributed Web data. In this broader context, Oracle8i interMedia as
a thesaurus-backed text search engine would have to be replaced by a Web search
engine, which is relatively easy with our modular architecture. In addition and more
importantly, the presented traversal procedure has to be extended for this purpose. For
more efficient traversal we consider prefetching techniques, and we are looking into
approximative index structures as a search accelerator. Both techniques may exploit
the fact that we are heuristically computing a relevance ranking, so that a faster but
less complete result is usually tolerable.
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Appendix A: Syntax of the Where Clause of XXL
Let S a finite alphabet that does not contain the special symbols #, %, and _, which
are reserved for wildcards. The where clauses of XXL queries are words of the
following context free grammar CF = (N, T, P, S), where N and T are alphabets (N ¬
T=«), N is the set of non-terminal symbols, T the set of terminal symbols, P ² N �
(N  T)* the set of production rules, and S ³ N the start symbol. The terminal
symbols are defined as T = LABELEXPR  VAR  CONST  OP, where
LABELEXPR ² (S  {%, _})+ is the set of expressions for element or attribute
names, VAR is the set of element variable names, and CONST is the set of (string)
constants. The production rules, with keywords in boldface, are as follows:

P = {

S � path | path bop condition | path AS variable |
S AND path | S AND path bop condition | S AND path AS

variable
path � element | variable |

path.path | (path)? | (path)+ | (path)* | (path)n | (path)-n | # | #n |
#-n |

(pathend’|’pathend)
pathend � path | path bop condition

condition � variable | constant

element � objectLABELEXPR | uop objectLABELEXPR

objectLABELEXPR � l | l.NAME | l.CONTENT
l � LABELEXPR

http://technet.oracle.com/products/intermedia/
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variable � v | v.NAME | v.CONTENT
v � VAR

constant � c | constant and c | constant or c
c � CONST

uop � ~
bop � ~ | = | � | LIKE | …

}

where uop stands for unary operator and bop for binary operator.
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